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CONSPECTUS: Climate change represents one of the most important environmental
issues of our time. Due to high levels of anthropogenic CO2 emissions, atmospheric CO2
has for the first time ever exceeded 415 ppm and has increased from 315 ppm in 1950. An
annual increase in atmospheric CO2 of ∼2 ppm is equal to a net increase of ∼15.6 billion
tons of CO2. The combustion of fossil fuels for electricity and transportation is still the
main reason accounting for the CO2 accumulation. On the top of that, fossil fuels are
widely used in our modern industry for the productions of indispensable social staples.
For instance, the millennia old thermal reduction of iron ore by charcoal or baked coal
(3C + 2Fe2O3 → 4Fe + 3CO2) continues as the main method for the production of iron.
The artificial fertilizer ammonia boosts the global population and is mainly produced from
the Haber−Bosch process, in which hydrogen is generated via steam reforming of
methane (CH4 + 2H2O→ 4H2 + CO2). Sequestration and diminution of CO2 require the
development of a portfolio of technologies on (1) efficient and long-term harvesting of
renewable energy, that is, solar, not only for electricity but also directly as the energy force
in vital chemical processes, wherever possible, (2) carbon-neutral processes to replace current industrial processes that emit vast
amounts of CO2, such as iron and ammonia production, and (3) new, low-cost technologies for CO2 capture and conversion
with particular interests in the exploration of CO2 as the feedstock for fuels or other valuable chemicals and materials. To this
end, we conducted some studies on the sustainable synthesis of ammonia and iron with net-zero CO2 emissions and large-scale
CO2 capture and conversion into fuels and high value nanocarbon products via electrolysis in molten salt(s) with the
introduction of the Solar Thermal Electrochemical Process (STEP).
In STEP, solar UV−visible energy is focused on a photovoltaic device that generates the electricity to drive the electrolysis,
while concurrently the solar thermal energy is focused on a second system to generate heat for the electrolysis cell. The
utilization of the full spectrum of sunlight in STEP results in a higher solar energy efficiency than other solar conversion
processes. STEP has been applied to conduct (1) CO2-free ammonia synthesis from nitrogen and water with the aid of nano-
Fe2O3 in a molten hydroxide electrolyte, (2) CO2-free production of iron via electrochemical reduction of iron ore in molten
carbonate, (3) CO2 capture and conversion into nanostructured carbon products as well as fuels in molten or mixed molten
electrolytes, and (4) organic electrosynthesis of benzoic acid from benzene without overoxidizing into CO2. In this Account, we
highlight some recent achievements in these topics and propose that using STEP is a highly efficient strategy for saving energy
and, consequently, the environment. STEP is an ideal tool that can theoretically be applied to all endothermic reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The combustion of nonrenewable fossil fuels, which accounts
for approximately 80% of global energy sources, has led to a
rapid increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, specifically
that of carbon dioxide. CO2 is the most common greenhouse gas
released by anthropogenic processes, and like other GHGs, it is
exacerbating global climate change. The most common human
sources of CO2 include power generation, industrial manufac-
turing, transportation fuels, and agricultural byproducts.
Specifically, industrial processes for producing ammonia and
iron are especially large emitters of GHGs. The Haber−Bosch
process converts nitrogen and hydrogen into ammonia, though
at a very high CO2 emission rate as a result of methane steam
reforming for hydrogen generation.1 In iron production
methods, thermal carbon reduction of iron ores produces

metallic iron with excessive CO2 emissions due to the oxidation
of carbon (coal). Since ammonia and iron are indispensable
social staples, it is therefore necessary to develop low-carbon-
footprint alternative processes to mitigate the associated
detrimental environmental effects.
Solar energy is recognized as a “green”, low cost, and

sustainable form of energy. The utilization of solar energy in
photochemical reactions and photoelectrochemical reactions
has been previously well documented. The Solar Thermal
Electrochemical Process (STEP) contains solar-to-electrical and
solar-to-heat conversions, and it is ideal for endothermal
electrochemical reactions.2−4 In this Account, we will focus on
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STEP chemistry with regards to the model, theory, and
applications in the CO2-free syntheses of ammonia and iron,
atmospheric CO2 capture and conversion, and electrosynthesis
of organics.

2. STEP: SOLAR THERMAL ELECTROCHEMICAL
PROCESS

The theory of STEP is exemplified by the solar water splitting
experiment.5 As shown in Scheme 1, at room temperature, a
single small band gap semiconductor, such as one with a band
gap of 1.1 eV, cannot provide the minimum energy required to
promote water splitting (EH2O° (25 °C) = 1.23 V) (Scheme 1a).
Therefore, the band gap has to be tuned tomatch the electrolysis
potential of water by, for example, utilizing multiple semi-
conductors in series (Scheme 1b). STEP, instead of tuning the
band gap of the semiconductor, adjusts the water splitting
potential to match the band gap of the available semiconductor
by increasing the electrolysis temperature (Scheme 1c). This is
achieved by applying solar thermal energy (sub-band-gap
energy, insufficient to drive electron−hole pair separation in
semiconductors and insufficient to drive additional electrical
formation in solar cells) to the system, which is often wasted
when only PV is employed. The often unused solar thermal
energy can contribute to heating the water to facilitate
electrolysis at an elevated temperature. The extent of the
decrease in the electrolysis potential, Eredox, may be tuned with
the temperature.
As shown in Figure 1, the full spectrum of solar energy was

concentrated, then the UV−vis portion of the spectrum was
focused on a PV device to generate the electricity to drive the
electrolysis, while the solar thermal energy was collected to heat
the electrolysis cell. The solar-to-electrical and solar-to-heat
conversions allow for STEP to achieve greater solar energy
conversion efficiency than other solar energy processes. From a
general perspective, many room temperature electrolysis
reactions cannot be driven by a single small band gap
semiconductor since these devices are not able to provide
sufficient energy for the reactions to occur. But by using
photovoltaics in conjunction with solar thermal energy, which
increases the temperature of the reactions, STEP uses solar
energy to drive otherwise energetically forbidden charge transfer
processes in electrolysis reactions in a way that can, in principle,
be applied to all endothermic reactions.

3. STEP FOR CARBON NEUTRAL PRODUCTS

3.1. STEP Ammonia (NH3)

Ammonia is a critical resource to produce enough fertilizer to
sustain the earth’s populace and is mainly produced via the
Haber−Bosch Process. As part of the process, steam reforming
generates hydrogen, while co-generating CO2 (CH4 + 2H2O→
4H2 + CO2). For every ton of hydrogen produced, over 8 tons of
CO2 will also be generated.6

Water is the cleanest source of hydrogen, andmany avenues of
research in the past few decades have delved into the conversion
of nitrogen and water into ammonia. Unfortunately, both the
reaction rate and Coulombic efficiency of this reaction are still
far too low to be viable on a large scale. However, STEP offers an
efficient synthetic pathway driven by renewable solar energy to
produce ammonia directly from air (as the nitrogen source) and
steam (as the hydrogen source) in 200 °CNaOH−KOHmolten
electrolyte with a high surface area nano-Fe2O3, converted in situ
by an electrochemical reduction to a metallic iron catalyst (eqs
1−3) (Figure 2).7,8 The Coulombic efficiency of this ammonia
synthesis reaches 35% at a current density of 2 mA cm−2 in 200
°C NaOH−KOH molten electrolyte (Figure 2b). Under these
conditions, the NH3 evolution rate is 2.4 × 10−9 mol s−1 cm−2,7

which is 1−3 orders of magnitude higher than other reports, as
listed in Table 1. The NH3 generation rate was observed to be

Scheme 1. PV and STEP Solar Driven Electrolysis Processesa

Adapted with permission from ref 2. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society aR, P, and T represent reactants, products, and temperature,
respectively. (a) A PV is not sufficient to drive the electrolysis. (b) Multiple PVs match the electrolysis potential required and can drive the
electrolysis. (c) STEP utilizes solar thermal energy to decrease the necessary electrolysis potential and can drive the electrolysis with a single PV.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Solar Thermal Electro-
chemical Process.
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enhanced by increasing the electrolysis current density (Figure
2c).8

Electrochemical:

→ + OFe O 2Fe
3
22 3 2 (1)

Chemical:

+ + → +2Fe N 3H O 2NH Fe O2 2 3 2 3 (2)

Net:

+ → +N 3H O 2NH
3
2

O2 2 3 2 (3)

The particle size of Fe2O3 is crucial for high ammonia
production rate. Both nano-Fe2O3 dispersed in the electrolyte
and nano-Fe2O3 supported on activated carbon (Fe2O3/AC)
were tested as the electrocatalyst for ammonia synthesis. It was
found that the Fe2O3/AC not only inhibits the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) but also prevents the Fe2O3
nanoparticles from aggregation, resulting in a high ammonia
production rate of 8.27 × 10−9 mol s−1 cm−2 at 250 °C with a
current density of 49mA/cm2.9 Confining the iron oxide catalyst
to the cathode, to prevent the reoxidation of iron at the anode,
can further improve ammonia production.10

With respect to the promising results on the current efficiency
and reaction rate in STEP ammonia, the durability and
sustainability of the reaction system still need improvement to
compete with the industrial process.
A performance summary of various molten salt electrolytes,

catalysts, and reaction conditions for ammonia synthesis is given
in Table 1. The continuing efforts on room-temperature
nitrogen reductions were recently comprehensively reviewed,11

and they will not be discussed in this Account.

3.2. STEP Iron

Iron, like ammonia, is another societal staple that co-produces
considerable amounts of CO2 during its production. The current
method for industrial iron production is the millennia old
thermal reduction of iron ore by charcoal or coke (baked coal), a
process that today accounts for ∼25% of worldwide industrial
CO2 emissions. Therefore, a CO2-free process to produce iron is
in high demand. Initial attempts to electrolytically deposit iron
in molten Na2O2−Na2CO3−NaBO2 electrolyte with an iron
anode have been unsuccessful due to the more favorable
depositions of sodium and magnetite over iron.20 Subsequent
attempts with molten chloride/fluoride containing electrolytes
have also not yielded practical routes for iron production due to
the limited solubility of iron ore.21,22

It was found that the lithiated Fe(III) obtained via the
reaction of Li2O and Fe2O3 is significantly soluble in Li2CO3, as

Figure 2. (a) STEP ammonia synthesis without CO2 emission. (b) Electrolytic conversion efficiency of NH3 production under different conditions.
Adapted with permission from ref 7. Copyright 2014 The American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Ammonia generation rate at
different current densities. Reproduced with permission from ref 8. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.

Table 1. Brief Summary of the Representative Experimental Studies on Ammonia Synthesis in Molten Salt Electrolyte

molten electrolyte catalyst
temp

(°C at 1 atm)
NH3 formation rate
(mol s−1 cm−2)

Faradaic efficiency
(%)

50:50 mol % NaOH/KOH7 nano-Fe2O3 200 2.4 × 10−9 at 2 mA cm−2 35
50:50 mol % NaOH/KOH9 nano-Fe2O3/AC 250 8.27 × 10−9 at 49 mA cm−2 13.7 at 11 mA cm−2

50:50 mol % NaOH/KOH10 Fe2O3/C 100 4.7 × 10−9 at 3 mA cm−2 47
50:50 mol % NaOH/KOH12 nano-Fe3O4 210 6.53 × 10−10 at 2 mA cm−2 9.3
57.5:13.3:29.2 mol % LiCl−KCl−CsCl−
0.5 mol % Li3N

13
a 400 3.33 × 10−9 at 0.3 V 72

57.5:13.3:29.2 mol % LiCl−KCl−CsCl−
0.5 mol % Li3N

14
a 300 2.00 × 10−10 at 2.9 V 23

57.5:13.3:29.2 mol % LiCl−KCl−CsCl15 nano-Fe2O3 327 3.00 × 10−10 at 22 mA cm−2 0.17
57.5:13.3:29.2 mol % LiCl−KCl−CsCl15 CoFe2O4 327 1.78 × 10−10 at 17 mA cm−2 0.14
70:30 wt % Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ−(Li/Na/K)2CO3

16 Pr0.6Ba0.4Fe0.8Cu0.2O3−δ 400 1.83 × 10−10 at 1.4 V 5.33 at 1.7 V
70:30 wt % Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ−(Li/Na/K)2CO3

17 La0.8Cs0.2Fe0.8Ni0.2O3−δ 400 1.23 × 10−10 at 1.4 V 0.52 at 1.5 V
70:30 wt % Ce0.8Gd0.18Ca0.02O2−δ−(Li/Na/K)2CO3

18 CoFe2O4 400 6.49 × 10−11 at 1.6 V 0.17
70:30 wt % Ce0.8Gd0.18Ca0.02O2−δ−(Li/Na/K)2CO3

19 La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Cu0.2O3−δ 400 5.00 × 10−11 at 1.4 V 0.10
aNot applicable.
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well as molten LixNayKzCO3 eutectic electrolytes.
23 As depicted

in Figure 3, the solubility of Fe2O3 + Li2O increases from 7m (m

= molal = moles of Fe(III) per kilogram carbonate solvent) at
750 °C to 14m at 950 °C in Li2CO3 and increases from 1 to 4m
from 400 to 950 °C in Li0.87Na0.63K0.50CO3, which provides a
wider operating temperature domain and a wide range of
electrolytes for electrochemical production of iron. A higher
concentration of dissolved Fe2O3 facilitates iron production in
Li2CO3. In this STEP process, sunlight was used to drive the
conversion of Fe2O3 to iron and oxygen without CO2 evolution
(eqs 4−6).24 The current efficiency of iron synthesis can
approach≥95%. However, the thorough removal of the residual

electrolyte (Li2CO3) in the product is a challenge since acid
washing is not preferred, although the filtration and separation of
the hot molten electrolyte/product mix through a high mesh
size, small pore filter (such as nickel, nickel alloy, steel, or
ceramic) is effective.

+ →Fe O Li O 2LiFeO2 3 2 2 (4)

→ + + O2LiFeO 2Fe Li O
3
22 2 2 (5)

net reaction:

→ +Fe O 2Fe
3
2

O2 3 2 (6)

Advanced studies of STEP iron demonstrate that the size and
morphology can be tuned by the deposition conditions, such as
current density, LiFeO2 concentration, temperature, and
electrolysis time (Figure 4).25 However, the preparation of
large pieces of iron or bulky iron remains challenging. Particle
size andmorphology are important characteristics for a variety of
metal applications. The multiple-electron electrolytic reduction
of Fe2O3 to iron metal has been applied in the rechargeable iron
molten (electrolyte) air battery, which exhibits high energy
efficiency and long cycle life.26−28

4. STEP FOR CO2 CAPTURE AND CONVERSION

4.1. STEP for High Value Nanocarbons from CO2

Developing processes for CO2 capture and conversion are
significant challenges for the sustainable development of our
society. Transforming CO2 into valuable products via biological,
chemical, photocatalytic, and electrocatalytic methods have
been investigated; among these methods, the electroreduction
of CO2/CO3

2− in molten carbonates is attracting renewed
interest and is becoming a strategic field of research for energy
and environmental issues.

Figure 3. Solubility of Fe2O3 in molten alkali carbonates. Reproduced
with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2011 Royal Society of
Chemistry.

Figure 4. SEM of iron products formed (top) under 1 Ah electrolysis in 730 °C Li2CO3 with 3m Li2O and 1.5m Fe2O3 at different currents, (bottom,
left three images) under 1 Ah electrolysis in 750 °C Li2CO3 with different LiFeO2 concentrations, and (bottom, right image) under electrolysis in 730
°C Li2CO3 with 3 m Li2O and 1.5 m Fe2O3. All the images are shown with the same scale of 300 μm as the first image.
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4.1.1. Electrode Reactions. Molten carbonates possess
unique properties, including (1) a wide temperature window
available, roughly from 400 °C to more than 1000 °C, varying
based on the purity of electrolyte versus utilization of eutectic
mixtures and (2) high conductivities of 5.4, 2.8, and 2 S cm−1 for
pure Li2CO3, Na2CO3, and K2CO3, respectively, at 900 °C. The
electroreduction of CO3

2−, in principle, can be a 2e− or a 4e−

pathway, as shown in the following reactions (eqs 7 and 8).

+ → + < °− − − TCO 4e C 3O ( 900 C)3
2 2

(7)

+ → + > °− − − TCO 2e CO 2O ( 950 C)3
2 2

(8)

In addition to the apparent dependence on temperature, the
product(s) at the cathode are also determined by other variables,
including electrolyte composition and electrode materials.29−31

If the electrolyte is pure Na2CO3, pure K2CO3, or a mixture of
the two, studies have indicated that the cathodic product is an
alkali metal rather than carbon.32

The typical reactions at anodes, which are theoretically inert
in this system, are more dependent on the concentration of O2−.
Oxygen evolution would be dominant if sufficient O2− exists on
the anode, and deficient O2−may result in the following reaction
(eq 9).

→ + +− −2CO 2CO O 2e3
2

2 2 (9)

In the case of pure Li2CO3 electrolyte, in which the oxide species
Li2O has a high solubility, the electrolysis (eq 10 or 11,
depending on reaction conditions) requires lower electrolysis
voltages (|E|) compared to other alkali or alkaline earth metal
carbonate electrolytes.

→ + +Li CO Li O C O2 3 2 2 (10)

→ + +2Li CO 2Li O 2CO O2 3 2 2 (11)

If CO2 is present, Li2O can rapidly absorb CO2, re-forming the
Li2CO3 electrolytes, and thus the net reaction is simply the
splitting of CO2 into either solid carbon or gaseous CO (eqs12
and 13, respectively).

→ +CO C O2 2 (12)

→ +CO CO
1
2

O2 2 (13)

An evaluation of the feasibility of large-scale development of
CO2 electrolyzers that combine STEP with the production of C
or CO determined that these valuable molecules could be
produced with a solar efficiency nearing 50%. Figure 5 presents
insight into how this high solar efficiency is attained, showing
that STEP has the capability of driving three molten carbonate
electrolyses (with Li2CO3 electrolyte) in series, utilizing only the
maximum power point of one Spectrolab CPV (concentrator
photovoltaic device).33

The direct electroreduction of CO2 into C has also been
demonstrated in molten chlorides.34 The reduction mechanism
has been studied by cyclic voltammetry at a gold electrode,
showing a three-step reaction. The second and third steps have
been determined to be the formation of CO and carbon,
respectively; however, the unstable species generated in the first
step has yet to be ascertained. The production of carbon by
electroreduction of CO2 in various molten chloride melts
containing metal oxides or carbonates has also been reported by
other authors.35−38 However, as suggested by Ren and Licht, the
electroreduction of CO2 into carbon is complicated in melts
containing metal oxides that can rapidly react with gas phase
CO2 producing carbonate. Exemplified by Li2O, the in situ
absorption and electroreduction of CO2 (eq 14) is the most
likely the explanation concurring with the experimental
results.39

+ → + − + −x y x y x y xLi O CO Li CO ( )C ( )O2 2 2 3 2
(14)

4.1.2. Tailoring Products at the Cathode. The discovery
of fullerenes, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), nested fullerenes
(carbon nano-onions), and graphene ignited a myriad of studies
on nanostructured carbonaceous materials. Chemical vapor
deposition had led to the synthesis of both new carbon
allotropes and a variety of carbon nanomorphologies. Tuning of
the cathodic electroreduction of carbonate into distinct carbon
nanoproducts had developed slowly, and the “production of
CNTs by electrolysis in molten lithium carbonate is impossible”

Figure 5. (a) STEP for CO2 conversion where three molten carbonate electrolyses in series are driven by solar energy. Reproduced with permission
from ref 33. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (b) The maximum power point of one Spectrolab CPV is sufficient to drive three in-series
carbon dioxide splitting reactions in 950 °C molten Li2CO3. Reproduced with permission from ref 33. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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according to a prior report in the literature.40 Electrolysis of
lower temperature molten carbonates with high potassium
carbonate content produces amorphous carbon or quasiparticles
without a uniform nanostructure.41,42 After our early efficient
graphitic carbon synthesis by STEP CO2 electrolysis in molten
carbonate in 201543 and in ongoing studies, we reported the
preparation of high quality carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with
>80% Coulombic efficiency via CO2/CO3

2− electroreduction
with distinct carbon morphologies such as a variety of long,
short, doped, thin or thick walled, and twisted or straight carbon
nanotubes or carbon nano-onions.44−46 Applications for
amorphous or distinct morphology molten carbonate synthe-
sized carbon nanomaterials, for example, in energy storage
applications such as Li/Na-ion batteries and supercapacitors, are
also being studied.42,47−50

As a commodity, CNTs are valued for their high strength to
mass ratio and their high thermal and electrical conductivity,
which lends itself to composite electronics and energy storage
applications. The transformation of CO2 to such a valuable
material provides an incentive for CO2 sequestration and
utilization. Experiments using 13CO2 produced carbon nano-
fibers, rather than the more valuable CNT product (which is
achieved with the natural carbon isotope mix of
12C0.99

13C0.01O2). However, the
13CO2 data provided useful

tracking information that demonstrated the absorption of
atmospheric CO2 as a source for the carbon building blocks of
the CNTs.51 CNTs are formed at high yield either in pure
Li2CO3 or in mixed Li/Na, Li/Ca, and Li/Ba molten carbonate
electrolytes.32

The proposed transition metal nucleated growth mechanism
has been probed by experimental analysis and DFT
calculations.44 Transition metal ions, such as Ni, Co, or Cu
ions, which require lower reduction potentials in molten
carbonates than carbon deposition, were added prior to
electrolysis. In this three-step growth mechanism, the first step
involves the generation of layered graphene at the cathode
surface. Second, transition metal ions, usually Ni, are reduced as
nanoparticles onto the layered graphene at low current density
(low voltage); these transition metal nanoparticles then serve as
the nucleation points for the third step, growth of CNTs at high
current density (high voltage) via tip-growth or root-growth
mechanism. The high concentration of available carbonate and
laws of mass diffusion dictate that higher current densities will be
dominated by carbonate reduction. As shown in Figure 6, the
electrolytic carbon product consists of controlled carbon
nanotubes with metal nucleation points. The vast majority of
Ni nanoparticles in SEM are located at nanotube tips,
supporting the tip-growth or root-growth mechanism. These
CNTs are homogeneous throughout the cathode product,
characterized by uniform diameters of 200−300 nm, and lengths
of 20−200 μm.43

There is a wide array of applications for these CO2-derived
CNTs. As an example, their high electrical conductivity makes
them a durable, high capacity anode material for Li-ion and Na-
ion batteries. Surplus oxide added to the carbonate prior to
electrolysis leads to sp3 defects, tuning the CNT product into a
tangled conformation, further enhancing battery storage
behavior.48 The production of doped CNTs could be
accomplished by the direct addition of LiBO2, LiPO3, or
Li2SO4 into the electrolyte to produce boron, phosphorus, and
sulfur doped CNTs, respectively. This provides an improvement
to the electrical conductivity; for example, doping CNTs with

boron provides a factor of 10 enhancement in CNT electrical
conductivity.45

The electrolytic transformation of CO2 to CNTs at high yield
in molten carbonates has been coined as the C2CNT process. As
illustrated in Figure 7, the synthesis does not require
preconcentration of CO2, and the direct conversion of CO2
from both atmospheric and industrial flue-gas concentrations is
readily achieved.
When transition metal nucleating agents are specifically

excluded from the C2CNT process, carbon nanotube growth is
inhibited and other uniform carbon nanomaterials can be
synthesized. Recently, in addition to CNTs of varying length and
diameter, carbon nano-onions and graphene have been
synthesized by CO2 reduction in molten carbonates.46 This
diversity of products is summarized in Figure 8.
Despite substantial progress on the preparation of nano-

carbons in molten electrolytes, studies on the CO2-derived
carbon nanostructures are still in the early stage. More efforts
should be made in (1) determining the possibility of synthesis of
fullerenes or new carbon nanomorphologies with or without the
addition of functional groups, (2) directed engineering of the
defects, which are very important as electro-active materials, and
(3) determining the growth mechanism in more detail. In
addition, more characterizations and tests are needed to
investigate their mechanical, electronic, and surface properties,
as well as their performances in catalysis, electronics, fillers, etc.

Figure 6. CO2 to carbon nanotubes formed at a coiled galvanized steel
wire cathode (A−E). (F−H) SEM at various magnifications of the
product removed from the cathode. In panel H, red arrows indicate
typical Ni nucleation sites. The blue arrow originates at one Ni site and
moves along the CNT path. (I) EDS composition mapping along the 6
μm blue arrow path shown in panel H. Adapted with permission from
ref 43. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.
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It is worth noting that the electrochemical reduction of CO2

to carbonaceous materials can be achieved at room temperature

as reported recently by Esrafilzadeh et al.52 Instead of solid

electrocatalysts, a liquid metal alloy (Ge−Ce) that contains

metallic elemental cerium nanoparticles was tested for the CO2

reduction, and the maximum Faradaic efficiency was close to

80%. However, the as-generated carbonaceous materials

contained high content of oxygen (∼15 atom %), which

Figure 7.C2CNT can produce a wide portfolio of uniformCNTswith tunable morphologies: short or long, small or large diameter, straight or tangled,
and doped or undoped CNTs are produced from atmospheric or flue-gas CO2. Photographs used with permission from Xuesong Li.

Figure 8. A diverse range of uniform carbon nanomaterial products can be synthesized by CO2 electrolysis in molten carbonates including carbon
nano-onions (shown after 15−90 min of electrolysis), carbon nanoplatelets, graphene, and a variety of carbon nanotubes.
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means the atomic ratio of carbon to oxygen is around 6:1. This
raises a question about their conductivity and mechanical and
surface properties.
4.2. STEP for Fuels

Electroreduction of CO2 in molten carbonate yields carbon or
carbon monoxide (CO) fuels (eqs 7 and 8). This provides great
potential, if combined with water splitting in molten hydroxides,
to transform CO2 and H2O into CH4, CO/H2, CH4/H2, or long
hydrocarbons in molten carbonate/hydroxide mixed electro-
lytes via solar assisted electrolysis.53−55 The co-generation of
gaseous solar fuels was achieved through utilization of mixed
carbonate/hydroxide electrolytes, where the gas composition
ratio is determined by electrolyte composition (ratio of
carbonate to hydroxide in the electrolyte), reaction temperature,
and electrolytic current density (Figure 9).56 The electrolytic
conversion of CO2 and H2O to CH4 is a two-step reaction,
where the carbonate/hydroxide electrolyte produces alkali
oxide, methane, and oxygen. Then CO2 and H2O are absorbed

by the alkali oxide to re-form the electrolyte, such that the net
reaction is CO2 and water reacting to form methane and oxygen
(eqs 15−17).

+ → + +

=

M CO 4MOH 3M O CH 2O

(M alkali)
2 3 2 4 2

(15)

+ + → +3M O CO 2H O M CO 4MOH2 2 2 2 3 (16)

+ → +CO 2H O CH 2O2 2 4 2 (17)

CO2 reduction in molten carbonates in conjunction with
renewable solar energy processes, such as STEP, allows for high
selectivity, high Coulombic efficiency, and low toxicity. These
properties make this process advantageous in comparison with
other processes, which, for example, may suffer loss of efficiency
due to side reactions (e.g., H2 evolution in aqueous CO2
reduction) or utilize toxic ionic liquids.

Figure 9. Composition of electrolysis gas fuels, current efficiency, and electrolysis potential in molten composite carbonate−LiOH electrolytes.
Reproduced with permission from ref 56. Copyright 2016 WILEY-VCH.

Figure 10. (a) Solar thermal activation of the electrolysis of toluene to benzoic acid. Adapted with permission from ref 58. Copyright 2014 Royal
Society of Chemistry. (b) Simultaneous application and synergism of solar thermal, solar electrolytic, and solar photocatalytic activation and
enhancement of STEP organic synthesis.
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STEP water splitting to hydrogen fuel has also progressed
with the exploration of a new high temperature molten
hydroxide electrolyte domain, and the introduction of a hybrid
STEP hydrogen process. In the hybrid process, solar thermal
energy is utilized not only to increase the temperature but also to
increase the pressure during water electrolysis. This simulta-
neous increase of pressure and temperature can further decrease
the electrochemical potential and the energy required for solar
water splitting.57

5. STEP FOR ORGANIC ELETROSYNTHESIS
STEP has also been applied in organic electrosynthetic
reactions. Solar thermal energy can be utilized to facilitate
selectivity and enhance kinetics of organic reactions, such as the
electro-oxidation of toluene to benzoic acid (an important
precursor in industry) with co-generation of hydrogen (eqs
18−20).58 This organic electrosynthesis has been shown to be
exergonic and require the use of an electrocatalyst. As illustrated
in Figure10 with the aid of STEP, much less CO2 (overoxidized
product) was generated, and thus the higher selectivity toward
benzoic acid was obtained, plus the advantages of low onset
potential and rapid reaction rate. The yield of benzoic acid from
toluene can mount to 32.0% with a Pt anode and 44.4% with a
functionalized graphite anode at 90 °C.59 Recently, a three-solar
field process, solar thermal and electro- and photochemical
process, for benzoic acid synthesis with the aid of a TiO2
nanotube anode was tested (Figure10b).60 The TiO2 nanotube
anode facilitates UV−visible absorption and thus enhances the
photocatalytic properties for toluene oxidation with 62.6% yield
to benzoic acid at 90 °C.
STEP organic electrolysis is an environment-friendly

synthetic method without using oxidizing chemicals, thus
benefiting the separation/purification of the target product.
Moreover, with thermocoupled electrolysis, the requisite
oxidation potential of toluene decreases, which provides better
control toward benzoic acid and against over oxidation.

Anode:

+ → + ++ −C H CH 2H O C H COOH 6H 6e6 5 3 2 6 5 (18)

Cathode:

+ →+ −6H 6e 3H2 (19)

Full cell:

+ → +C H CH 2H O C H COOH 3H6 5 3 2 6 5 2 (20)

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this Account, we have presented our recent progress on STEP
for CO2-free ammonia synthesis from N2 and water, iron
production from electrolysis of iron ore without CO2 emission,
direct CO2 conversion to a variety of advanced functional
nanocarbon materials or gaseous fuels, and full-solar driven
electrosynthesis of organics. The Solar Thermal Electrochemical
Process (STEP) fully utilizes solar energy to drive electro-
chemical reactions. Using the solar thermal (infrared) portion of
the spectrum to heat a system lowers the electrochemical
potential required for a reaction, which can then proceed using
the CPV that produces electricity from the visible/UV spectrum.
This technique was developed to drive a variety of chemical
reactions with the goal of lessening the reliance on energies
associated with fossil fuels.

STEP for ammonia and iron is a low-cost way to make
necessary chemicals without contributing to the ever-increasing
atmospheric CO2 levels. However, several challenges must be
overcome before STEP can compete with the corresponding
industrial processes, namely, scale-up of these ammonia and iron
technologies and rational design the electrochemical system to
further improve the durability and sustainability. STEP for CO2
capture and conversion is a promising avenue for reducing
atmospheric CO2, though further development must be done to
make this technology viable on a scale large enough to
significantly impact CO2 levels, such as occurring at the 2−5
ton daily CO2 to CNT transformation Carbon XPrize
demonstration plant in the Shepard Energy Centre in Calgary,
Canada. The as-obtained doped/undoped nanocarbons are
promising candidates for catalysis and energy applications. The
demonstrated co-generation of H2/C or H2/CO suggests that
the one-pot synthesis of higher order fuels (hydrocarbons) is
viable. The STEP solar technology provides a unique platform to
facilitate all endothermic reactions.
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